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.TILIITRKT:-.THE ELECTRONIC.INEWSPAPER: FOUR
BRITISH SYSTEMS 'AND U.S. Etirroas' ASSESSMENT
CIF IMPLICATIONS . - Order Np. 7908237

..: - 'I L .
AHLWAUSER, John William, Ph.D. Indiana University, 1978.
232pp.k

ilk
.

-
The.delivery of news as print-on-paper, distributed by hand,

has not changedelnce newspaperebegan. But the rising costs
and Shortage of raw materials (mainly newsprint), deteriorat4 .

'ing distribution Capability, changes in reading habits, and the
development of new technologies threaten the delivery of news:"
papers in their traditional form. The threat to delivery arises
despite increasing demand for ttre type of information that -newspapers provide. .

These are major issuis about the future cOurse of print-on-
paper which are being raised everywhere in the world today. .

Should information delivered as a newspaper bn wedded to paper
with the attendant massive problems Mid costs of printing and'
distribution.? Could/hat information be "delivered" electron-
tastily to subscribers' video screens, where the viewer could,
on demand, receiveigeneral qr fipecialized information in
greater depth than possible Ikitlf 4,Kivery on newsprint?

This study describes four FfkitNt-ownpd electronic news
delivery Systems whidh were pbserved in'advanced experi-
mental use in January, 1976, and surveys Associated Prigp(
Managing Editors-about their perceptions of that British Torm, ...,-
called teletext, regarding problerns those editois perceive br
'readers, editors, advertisers and government regulators. rf--

Teletext is defined as in on-demand method of generafing
alpha-numeric iettertorms on a home video An Elec-
tronic Newspaper (ENP) is described As any m which
electronically transvits directly to home terminals informa-
tion which has traditlonally been printed in newspapers. The
ENP must have thi capabitity of appearing on a video screen,
be.available on deniand; and capable of remaining on the screen
as long as the viewer chooses.

he dissertation reviews the technological progress of
evipan pers: the introduction of electronics and computer pro-
'ceasing of Information in the newsrOoM and the composing
room. In contrast it looks at the increasing costs of paper
manufacturing and distribution and the growing obstacles to
newspaper home delivery.

,

Teletext, as a possible alternative delivery system, is ex-
amined for hardware, systems, transmission techniques, screen
format and access procedures. The four current British forms
of teletext (Ceefax, OracleViewdata and IDR) are reviewed
and comred to the trailitional American newspaper.

The surnrnary question conSidered is: should newspapers
consider adopting teletext ail a delivery system now?

The potential advantages-of teletext are thlt it eliminates
or bypasses present problems with the supply, the printing
and delivery nf paper; gains greater immediacy, of news "de-
livery;" increases the volume of information deliverable;
multiplies diversity for viewers with special interests; serves
viewers at any time with current, on demand information;
maintains the American newspaper responsibility o.f fulfilling .

the information needs of a dem6oratic society; and forestalls
loeing.the initiative to non-journalistic entrepreneurs.

The Electronic Newspaper's potential drawbacks are the
ft& of a penetrating transmitting facility and channel in every
community;.' the undefined robi of ever ment regulation; the
challenge of integratingeRtvertising wii news; the possibility
of viewer resistance tch text on the scr n; the 64 that eco-
nomics will reduce apirs .qdveraga to Those stories which sat-
isfy what Mfuit Individials Want.
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THE 114111,UENCE, OF LOCAL INFORMATIO0 (#4 ILY .
NEWSPAPER HOUSEHOLD PENETRATION

-Order No. 7923540

ALPERSTEDI, Gerald Steven, ph.D. Syracuse University,
v 1978. 192pp.

Daily newspaper household penetration (DNHP) was be-
lieved to be declining during the second half Of the twentieth
Century id both the United States and Canada., The decline was
believed to be influenced by the amountaof local information in
daily newspapers. Suburbaniaation was believed to be a cause
of reducing the amount of local information reaching the read-
ers of 'daily newspapers.

A data analysis and a content analysis of newspapers in
Canada for census yeirs 1961 and 1971 were conducted to in-
vestigate how much influence local information had on DNHP,.
The data analysis involved 69 markets which cokained more
than 90%-of Canadian daily. newspaper Circulation. Local in-
formation was found to be the key factor determining DNI1P.
Some of the results of the data analysis were: /

(1) DNI-IP and the percentage ofAmarket's households in
the daily newspaper home city are plitively related:

(2) Weekly newspaper household penet ration and the per-
centage of a market's households In the daily newspaper home
city are negatively related.

(3) DNHP and weekly newspaper houtrehold penetration are
negetively related:

(4) There is no relationship betweeii DNHP anti.television
watching, radio listening and agazide household penetration.

(5) There is a weak neg ve relAtionship between chantre
in DNHP and chlinge in dall newspaper price, .

(6) There was no relattiship between change..in weekly
newspaper household penetration and change in daily news-
paper price.

,The content analysis showed that the relationsAlp betimen
DNHP and local!information was strongly positive. The strong-
est relationship was found between DNHP and thepninber cf. .

local news stories and)display advertisements oninbined. Other
strong relationships were between DNHP and local news ski-
ries, local display advertisements and classified advertising.

The data analysis also revealed that DNIP is not univer.-
sally declining. Most mirkets had relatively stable DNHP
from 1961 to 1971. A.few large urban markets did,suffer large
losses in DNHP. The data was computed on a market-by-
market basis. Computation of DNHP prior to this re earch
has been on a national aggregate basis.
' Two methodological problems--distortions in the ata--
were solved by grouping markets based on single 5n4 multi
daily newspaper circulations and by grouping market based
on the percentage of weekly newspaper circulation which was
paid circulation.

SOURCE CREDIBILITY: A REPORTER'S EYE VliW
. Order No. 7907986

DANSKER, Emil, Ph.D. Bowling Green State University,
1978. 201pp.

This etudy examined the work of news reporters relative .
to foor research questions:

1. What criteria do reporters say they use in their evalua-
tion of the credibility of their sources?

2. To what factors, if any, do these criteria relate?
3. Is it possible to identify types of reporters relative tcr

the way in which they use certain criteria associated with ap-
parent factors of credibility?

4. What is the relationship of age, education, and work ex-
perience to the way in which reporters apparently seek to de-
termine source credibility?

The questions were related to methodological steps &-
MOW so as to provide a compreginsive framework in i'hich
Hsi subjects would generate their own criteria and then eval-
irate their own criteria and the criteria of other subjects as
the lib* proceeded? culminating in the development of 48 Q-

, Adamants tor sorting by a sample population of 35 scaled down



r

.ires Os original 330. b sitrition and accdrding to the s41111-
,

flOalitipproaeh indlgenousto the highly individu0lized 04-
ileethediilogy.

The steps. were:
E. What crtteria'do reporters say they use la the evaluetion

bf the credibility of their sources?.
A. Pilot inteiviews designed to offer a basically

nonklirective setting 4a which reporters could articu-
late their Criteria of credibility. . -.

B. The sending of letters to 330 reporters asking
sea to list five criteria perirnally used in their evel
uatioa Of Credibility.

2. To what factors, if any, do these criteria relate?
.. A.. The developmert of 100 Likert-typeocales from.......,

the 114 responses to the letters and the sending of.the .

scales tolhe respondents.
B. Factor analysis of the data 'from the 78 respon-

dents-to the scales to deSprmine whether a factor struc-
biro would emerge from suc_h an analysis.

3, Is it poisible to identify types of reporters relative to
the way in which they say they use certain criteria aseociated
with apparent-factors of credibility? ,

A. Development of a Q-sample of 48 staterhents
trim the results of the factor analysis and the sorting
of same by a sample population of 35 reporters. .

. . B. Facior analysis of the 4-data.
.

4. hat is:the relation.hip of age, education and work ex-
perience to the way in which reporters apparently seek to di-

1. termloe eource creldibility? , ,
A. The taking of such data sl steps 2A and 3A.
B. Descriptive analysis of the data.

flex was asked at 2A and 3A, but'became statistically irrele-
vant because pf the small number of females in the sample and
among the rekonde . Race was nok sought, big this and/or
s= could ilecome t subject of futuró inquiry into particular
aspects of fhe 'se ral subject of reporter evaluation of source
credibllity. . . .
0 It wee found that in articulating Criteria, reporters empha-
fined the source!. record qf reliability ,and'motivation and Hur
l ance to the rep6rter of experience, backgrounding, docu.,
mtrltion and the checking and rechecking of sources and an
awareness 'of the role of &talon and Of nonverbal culls such'
as eye contact and body language. .

It was found that reporters appéar to base tileir evaluation
of credibility upon four factors, Or dimensions: reliability, .

wearers:a, motivation, and status-positiori and that three ap-
parent types ofreporters rlr-1--faintifiect . ob ective, which
most strongly stresses ipèelfic proOf and appears to reject
intuition as a criterion; subjective, which appears to give iniuti.
tion as much weight as specific proof as a part of the process
af iesiting to determine credibility, and subjective-objective
which is strong, on specific proof but 'which is neutral on intt:1-.
lion. No clear relationship was edtablished between age, *du-
Mitten, and work experience, init there were indications that
profloesional reporters may not differ substantially on these
verlables In their application'of the fundamental criteria.

'A TAXONOMY OF EDITORIAL CONTENT FOR INTERNAL
PUBJACATIONS: A FAC/TOR ANALYTIC STUDY

. Order No. 790 3432

JOHNSON, Carolyn'Elna, Ph.D. 'The University of Tennestee,
197t. 149pp, Major Professer:. Jack B. Haskins

h purpose of 'this study was,to determine the numbe4 of
stories necessary in an internal publication for wide audidnce
reach, to empirically determine categories of editorial tele.

- train which editors may select stories for a balanced 'editorial
mix,' and to identify audience characteristics that discriminate
among groups o readers.

Two Tenneasae Valley Authority publications wore used for
UN research: TVA Perspective and TVA Today. A question-

:mire was mailed to T random sample of 757 TVA employees.
er Of these, 421 were gable for evaluation (56 percent). The

qiiestiminaire gatheill reading preference data, opinions to-
ward the magazines., opinions about the perceiyed pwomie of
the magazines, end demoeraphio data. 4, .4. JO.

I

:.

. . . ;
Incremental analysisrwas usedto 'determine the optiinum

sumberpf.stories necessary.tor widi auslience reach. This
analysts technique also provIded a'measure of the effectiveness
of editorial tnixes'selected fiom content categories. Factor'
analysis and cluater analysis were usedto determine* categories.
Multiple discriminantarialysis was used to preditt character-
istiais of readers in'each content categofy,

l'he findings of this 'research were that an editorial Mix of
sight stories abcounied.for only 6 percent fewer readers tan
an entire' popuhtlon o133 stories. The optimum Mix obtained
through iiicremental analysis reached 77 percent of the poten-
tial readebs.. Thitrwas identified.as a "benchniatrk mix.' "Alsb,
stories rated highty many readers and stories-rated high by
onlratfew readers were contained in.the miX. This confirms
the notion that audience, reach can be increased viith the proper
mixture of high and low ranking stories.

R 'factor analysis of respondents ratings of interest in read-
ing the 33 storiel used in this study produced eight factors--or

'categories. These categories were obtained through orthogonal
rotation, althoUgh oblique rotation produced similar results.
The cluster analysis results Were rejected beAtuhe the ciao- t
gories were teo Complex to interpret. Therefore, categories
from factor analysis were labeled as Personal Help: Financial,
Doniestic and Work; li.eisure and Outdoors; People, Philan-
thropy, 74 Nostalgia; Company Progress and Power; Employee
Education; Company Innovations; History; and Social Change:

Editorial mixes of one story from each factor reached as
many readeraai the benchmark mix in every case with the ex-
ception of the highest loaded stories.
-* Multiple discriminant analysis of readers assobiated Wi

'each content category uhowed that job tenure, sex, and
ceived concern,of the publications for employee interests were
the best discriminatOrs, Thirteen other variables were not
statistically significant These eight groups of readers in theeight categories were subSequently identified as YoUng, Dissat-
isfied, Lower Job'Level EmplOyee; Satisfied, Short Tenure
Employee; Older, Dissatisfied Manager; Company-oriented,
Management-future Employee; Human Relations.140.nagere-ind....-

Ambitious Employees; Unambitious Employees;
and Oider, 'Worried" Yet Resigned Employee.

Although these result's can not be generalizedbeyond TVA
publications and readers, the category development and de-
scriptive mettickis used here niay lead to further exploration ofeditorial content categories appropriate for other Internal pub-.iications.

0
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THE EVOLVING STATUS OF NEWSPAPERWOMEN'
Order No. 7912885

-

McGLASHAN, Zena Beth, Ph:D. The University of Iowa, 1978.
222pp. Supervisor: Professor Banno Hardt

Women's demands for eqUality in the past decade have
touchea every area of American life, including its newspaper
_business, where women are Undee-represented in management
positions in proportion to their professional .numbers. Involved
in purnallim since colonial timeS, Women have a long tradition
In newspapers but.their rise to management, aside from thosok
who have inherited papers, has been 'a slow, gradual one.

A case-study approach is used in bOth an histoecalAnd -

current sense. Certain newswomen of the past, sucli as Mar-
garet Fuller and Gail Hamilton, inovide a base tor the idea of
women's gradual evolution into management roitis because of
social adVances and inhibitors. The careers Of five contempo-
rary women newspaper managers, ranging from one who grad-
uated from college In 1930 to the youngest, a jourpalisrp grad-
uate of the late 1960s,, 'are related, contrasted and compared

.in'the light of social theories about women's minority status.
Helping to focusOn the factors which both' heti) and hinder

Milk 'evolution' are co'inments by 'participants abithe Conference
gm Women in Newspaper Management"Conducted at Iddiana Uni-
versity in 1977 and frOm other newswomen. -The managerial
level presents problems for women journalists not dissimilar
tethdis in other businesses: stereotyping, self-images gaind
from socialization, lack of 'correCt and full Information, cOn-
straiots created by the expectations. of the family unit.

?
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Clumps, are needed in the viiiy the history of Vurnalism is
Are-ebastruCted so the sticeeeses Of the peat may be-part-at
MciarisatiOn thraitgh edueation...0thltr ckanges mind come
Nom a.loCiarreaisessment of the value of women's biological
tunctton and from reinkrchkg wonien's self-esteem ihrough
irdreaeed inforimaiion and access, Research should include
asceiteinIng the minority recruitment policies of grouh:oirted
ñiwspaperi studying dual -`careetqamilies in journalism, ed
4 tonf-range Study of 'Armen now beginning in positions whrch
have traditimisdly led to management. Questions 'about the '
difference or lack of diffirenceWotten might make in news

Afttind also :wed evaluation. ,

. t

FROM BOTH SIDES OF THE LENS; STREET
JOURNALISM AND PERSONAL SPACE 'Order N 71)00409

NOTTINGHAM, Mary Emily, Ph.D, Indiana Uni;rersity, 1978
IllOpp. .

. .. .
This study investigated the 'brief relationship formed when

the photojournalist approaches a subject on;thil street for a fea-
Ore photograph; The study described and palyzed the rela-;

. dons p in terms of the research concerning the concept of
pérso4al space. The analysis was used as a starting point for
ideñUfiig the conditions and behaviors that constitute a suc-
Cesshil tnvalton of the subject's personal space. .

Seven Working photojournalists shot piotures of pedestqans
in a controlled field study in downtown Bloomington, Indiana.
Each photographed and obtained identification ofoat least twelve
individuals. The encounters were recaded by videotape cam-
era. The videotapes Were analmd for patterns of physical
motion. The photographers wene intervidwed immediately after
working. Questionnaires were'sent to each spbject, 102 People
were approached, 81 questionnaires were sent out, 66 of those
returned.

.

The picture that emerged was of an uncomnuin encounter
choreographed by..common.liurnart,reactioito ,appmich....fkoth.. -....
TEelifiotoliriPii-er arid-Rid" subject realrced ihe phot4rapher was .

intruding. The photographers wei4.able to artiCulate some of
the actions they performed to smooth the invasion: talking with .
the subjects, smiling, worlang quickly, etc. The subjects were
not 'able to discuss the photogiapher's behavior-Land their
own--in such siletail. But both the photographers and the sub-
jects performed compensatory actiols to relieve the discom-
fort that arose from tfie invasion,lEalanei4 distance, body
orientation and eye contact. All the interactions reached the
same level of physical. involvervent. with no difference betw
photographers. There was a difference. in the physical involve-
ment of some of tilt), photographers when compared with the
level of involvement ot theft. subjects, When the photographer
was physitally aggressive, or -al'oof, the sUbjects tried to comt
pensate with thetr"Own phYsical movements to est4blish,a bal.-._

once ttiat would make them mc.re cpmfortable. . 'In identifying j.;eih',Mors assoc iated with a successful...invasion
of personal space, successtul wait defined as: the subjett

.

agreed to be photographed, cooperated with the photograpMr,
gave identification, and both participants left the interaction

'With a feeling of haVing benefited from it. tiro Of the encoun-
tets.met the-first three.conditiOns. The fourth was more elu-
sive. The photographer Ninefited it he got an acceptable...-.
pabliehable-..-photograph. The subjects seemed to benefit by
feeling* ot Hattori, doing someone a favor, or interest in an
unusugl encounter. Two primary conditions seemed to affect
the motes* of thtiftvasion. First, the photographers whoam-
gemsieed forming a relationship %Wirth@ subjects as people,
tether than simply subjects., xeceived a more' favorable re-

-sponse. Those photoeraphers tended.to take more time with .'
the sciejects than the other photographers, spend a larger per-
centsitof that time in conversation, and exehange more per-
sonal' information with the subject'. Second, those photog-
raphers who were personally disturbed by the idea of rejection,
were rejected less often by potential subjects. They seemed

sior,4ato g0 to ter' lengths.to convince reluctant subjects than the
others. T e behaviors indicate that the photographer Who i
eeesitiee to the (eelings of the subjeCt, and Ao takes the sub-
Pete Ifeiponses to htm personallx, is more cooncerned with

... .

making the invasion runlmoothly, and leaves thnsubject with
a fielths of having benefited froin it.

Secondary conditions to successful invasions included; the.

0, ap of the subject, the- subject's activity befdre being ,ap- ,

proached; the,subject.'s physical position; the'subjecit's abilityto relax in front of the camera; -and.the photographer's abilityto accustom himse)f to the territory through patrolling be-havior.

SEXISM i".N LOCAL AND NETWORK TELEVISION NEWS
Oider No. 700128. .

OTTE, Mary Lane, Ph.D. Georgia State University College
of Education, 1978. 201pp.

Purpose .
Steteotyping, whether it be racial or ethnic or,sexist, lim-

its thinking because it oversimplifies and thereby distorts
Meaning. Researchers have provided mounting evidence for.
sex-role stereotyping in such major areas of American so-
ciety as education, careers, and communication. -In the area
of communication various aspects of mass communication have
been investigated. Because more members of American so-.
ciety choose television as a major source of news and enter-
tainintint than any other mass medium, increasing attention '
has been given both to form and content pf television program-
ming. On the subject of sex-role stereotyping, all major genres
of television broadcasting have been investigated with the ex-
ception of news broadcasting, The purpose of this study was to
investigate whether statistically significant amOunts of ape-
cific types of sexism exist in samples of local and network
television news on the three major networks and their affili-
ated Atlanta stations.

Methods and Procedures-
The basic design of the 'study was descriptive in that the

inyesiigative questions requil:ed counting the presence and/or
absence of sexism or sex-role stereotyping in generic nouns
and pronouns, audibility, and topics. A non-parametric mea-
sure (Chi-Square, X2) was used to determine whether or not
statistically significant incidences of these variables occurred
regarding male and female announcers and subjects. The de-
scriptive nature of the study was further extended by rating
the intensity of observed sexist or stereotypic behaviors using
the Butler-Paisley Ordinal Consciousness Scale, Such a quail-
tative measure added a degree of refinement to the quantita-
tive procedures used to assess various kinds of specified sex-role stereoty sing. Tapes were transcribed and coded by the
investigator b forthe quantitative and'qualitative measures
used.

Results

Eight null hypotheses re investigated, six dealing with
quantitative aspects of sex- le stereotyping and two dealing

'with qualitative aspects of se. role stereotyping. ?The proce-.
dure used was that of content a aiysis,

No significant difference-was found in the male and tenlale
usage of generic nouns and pronouns either on locakor net-
work. television, However, differences in the degrtpopf audi-
bility between males and females were highly significant for
both local atid netvork television broadcasting, Finally, there'
was moo significant differvare in the kinds of topics presented
by rAales and le-males eliler at local or network levels of
broadcasting.

The last two investigative questions 'dealt with the qutilltal
the prest-'ntation of males and females on local and neliFork
television news broadcasts. Because of ihe lack of variability, '
these,questions could tint bc statistically analyi.ed.

Certain types of kexism did exist on the news, whereas
other types were either absent or the instruments used were
not refined well enough to measure the degree of sextant.



la the Iowa of quantitative content analysis men warn mote aud-
, ibis, topics were hard,topics, men and women both were steeie-

typed in.traditionel lex roles, and men were treatedas subjects
practically to the exclusion of women. Women, when featured
et a, Were portrayed with more variety ihan men, although
neither men nor women wire featured as totally stereotyped

, or totally nonstereotyped.

Cohclusions

The results indicated that if television news broadca.sting
at both the local and network levels is to reflect'accurately
the lifstityles of Americans today changes niserto be'rnade.
These changes should include a more equitable representation
of males and females on news programs, a more represents.
live number of women to provide role models, an exnansice of
tppics to include the interests and concerns of women. Far-
ther altention should be given to refining qualitative instru- .,
ments for measuring consciousness in order to provide more -
accurate description of'sexi'St stereotyping on television.

1

. A STUDY OF THE. LEGAL ASPECTS OE FREEDOM OF
SPEECH IN THE SCHOOt-SPONSORED STUDENT PRESS
AT THE SECONDARY SCBQOL LEVEL Order No. '1905431 -

PRATT, James'Rbbert, Ed:D. The University of Alabama,
re. 226pp.

.

The decision was maAe to conduct an in4epth study of the
concept oi freedom of speech in the school-sponsored student
press at the secondary leveras defihed and delimited by the ,

federal courts.--cmptr t liteeented the-batifigthutid inferine:-
tion and the rationale for the study.

A study was inatituted to identify and analyze for their oper-
ational significance all pertinent Federal court cases relate4
to the problem understudy', <The cases involving the'Fist' ,i

Amendment right of freedom of speech in the school-spasered
student press were identified, analyzed, and included in Chap-
ter II. The case analysis method, a point-by-point review sys-
tem, was 'utilized and the easels were presented id chronological
order.

Chapter II traced the evolution of the concept of freedom
of speech ih the scheol-sponsored student press through a lode'
series of Federal court suits Two major cases, Dbcon v. Ma- '
beans Mate Board of Educa,tion and ifurnside v. tIrrs, whieh
served as legal precedents for later students' rights press
cases, were analyzed and presented first.' .
' in 1967, the United States District Court for the Middle Dis-

trict of Alabama, in Dickey v. Alabama State Board of Educe-
Hon, held'that freedo-ni-R.speeCh in The school-sponsored stu-

't press was protected by tne F irst 'Amendment of the United
Mates ConsItution. The United States Supreme Court's
landmark decision in Tinker v. Des Moines Independent Corn,

School Distriel,-i-1969 case, formally extended the
trill endment right Of freedom of speech to students in the

eatioa's pubiic school system.
. .

Threugh a series of judicial prenouncemente rendered since
.1...r, the Federal courts have continued to define and delimit
dm 7 brat Amendment rights of public school students to free-.
dom of speech in the school-sponsored student press, The %-
Orem' Court's reasonink in Tinker has served as the beets for
!hope decisions.

Following the analysis of thi axon and Tinkir cases, each
of the later Federal court suits involving the school-sponsored
*NW press at the secondary level was root wed in detail.
Canal from the postsecondary level alto w chided whei
ilie kende inrblvpd were pertinent to the a .

I '
i

fr'

S.

,k Chapter In, an analYsis of the underlying condition' rd.-'vast to the increased Federal court involvement in the school- .apoaaored student press was presented. Implicatigns derived
from the analysis of the related Federal court casenwerspre
seated and the concept of freedom of speech,in the school.
sponsored student press was delimited in congruenee withtheMandato' .of the Federal judiciary.

Chapter IV presented a sumpary of the study and orovi.ded
conclusions derived iron% the review of Federal court casesinvolnng the. First gmement rights of public schoorstudents
to fre4rn of speech in the school-sponsored student press,A'liat of reCommendations formulated td assist Practicing
school sdninistratora charged with the legal resPonsibility ofsupervising the school-sponsored student press at the second-

.

ary levelvas formulated andincluded in Chapter IV,.
. ,
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THE RHETORIC OF NEWS: STYLE, STRUCTURE,AND CON-.
TENT, OF NEWS AND CURRENT AFFAIRS BROADCASTINGS
ON THE ISIAEL RAD10 Order No. 7904116

ROEH, Itzbak,Ph.D. Columbia University, 1978. 202pp.

Rules 'governing presentational processes' involved in writ-
ing nelvVbroadeasts are.the main interest of this study. These
rules, irts maintained, contribute significantly to the mean-
ings -- and, hence; to possible effects -- of a given message.
They deterMine coident in.a dialectical process through vschich
form and content interact and ihfluence each other in any given
unit of Verbal expressions

Niers output centains signals, cues, lingual devices and
practices partly inherent to the language used; partly deter-

-*tied by spetetat-not.ms; 613nrimtlons and pre'SgUres t':
influencedby thenew's organization; and partly serving the
needs of the medium. These Properties of output may be af-
fected by. external forces but at ,the.same time may conflict\vith
some.of them. Esthetics may conflict with orginizational con--
straints or with norms of journalism, and.may affect the char-
acter of news in-various ways, incluading its meaning. t-

Understanding of media content, as well as of n'iedia elfects,
can be adianced by the specification of the rules for composi-
tion and prelantation of news. These rules may serve also as
a point of departure for further research in media Sociology;
and. in the study, of effects. I

Thepresent study adapts approaches developed by linguists,
semiolinguists and literary,critiess to the analysis of "nevi
prose" of the Israeli Broadcasting Authortty. A methodological
point of departft for'thdanalysis i a distinction between
sociological andqen-sociorogical aipects of the study of nesse.
The first is focused on selectiorrbf news items the second on
composition,liamefy, the nature aqd structure of the output ite

textual document. The emphasis here is put on compositiOn.
It its claimed -- and hopefully reinforced by evidenot -- that

given formats of presentation and different generic franiewdrks,
of news determine a Wide range of phenomena in the output.
Style in other words, may heip to determine conteneind mean-
ing. Different formats of presentation -- differnpt 'grammari"
of news bulletins and of news magazines -- can explain differ-,.
ere relaticaishitni within the organization and between the orga-

0.
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els

-
slsetioe and exterCal forces. An.adempt is made to Use don-
ceptb like drama, ireny, tunction of speech, rhetorical.devicss,

'rhythm, etc., in order to deseribe.existing but unnamed phenom-
4, ens that establish different pattbins and genres in news texts.

. The power-of-the-genre theory predicts that selection com-
ponents (the "sociologicall.may beletermined by "Composi-
tional" needs (the esthetic:, Presentational). It predicts that
elements of style wili, for onething, perpetuate themselves,
and what is.more, they may influence elements of content. Dif-
ferent gbnres, so the Hebrew data slide?, establish different
interrelationships with the broadcasting organization. While
on the one hand creativity and 'variability of style cause prob-

'leins for the organization -- which it tries to 'avoid' -- on the
other hand they are required by the rules governing presenta-
tion. And the more a format of presentation becomes stxlized
the more difficult it is for the organization to enforce its own
rules and instructions regarding the form and content of news.

Some norms of journalism; such us objectivity, are ques-
tioned again isi thie study; the status quo reinforcement hypothe-
sis receives some support. News bulletint stylistically "trans-

'parent,* tend to serve-the social status quo;. news inagazines --
semiologically opaque, i.e., more stylized -- cause difficulties
for the broadcastieg prganization. They .are less likely to stip-

rt.the existing social order and tts hierarchies.
he data for.this study -- news and current affairs output

Ireo y broadcast in October 1975) are drawn from the Israel
Brôad'bstinAuthority radio. It can thus be regardtid as a case
study. mparison among different news organizatipns may
supply fui44.er evidence to support thepower-of-gehre hypothesis.

1.

1.

THE LOCATION ii.NP DEFINITION OF COGNITIVE SWITCH-
ING STYLES IN THEs.pROCESSING Ch.* TELEVISED NEWS-
CASTS ,Order No. 7902217

...

ROSS, Mark (hinder, Ph.D. ..The Ohio State University, 1978.
,17.1Pp. Asper: Professor Thomas A. McCain

The research aimed at isolating and defining inforrnatioreqes.,
stYles;emplayed by- SUISTRYcal they-vreVe"ilielevised

newscasts. Cognitive switching thebry in combination with an
audience response Machine provided a methodology capable of
Continutusly monitoring subjects its they processed the Infos-
mation in newscasts. Q factor analyne techniques wbre-ein- .

ployed ha cluster subjects inte ceanimen factors or shared styles
of information organiiing...Questionnaire variable correlates
of the information processing styles were located through the
use of multiple discriminant analysis. Six distinct st1;des
were found, which accountefd f, over 40 percent of the
totakvariance in the information organizing subjects ditt as
they viewed newscasts.

The basic unit of analysis in (he study was the functional in-
terval which is based on a live category instrument. Subjects
could respond to the ne4scasts by agreeing, disagreeing, think-
ing-, questioning or daydreaming. The length of time any'sub-
ject spent in any one functional Interval was Controlled by the
ambject.

-The six styles can be defined as follows:

1, Pondering Style'

This style was characterized by long duration thinking and
contusion functional interVIals. Subjects organized information
by pondering it.

2. Evaluation/Rtbinforcement Style

Thle style was characterized.by middle duration agreeing ,

and thbildng functional intervals. The thinking provided an
*Valuation which usuallss resulted in some form of reinforee-
ment: usually positive (agreement),

3. internal StiMulation Style
44 ,

This style Was characterized by long duratiop t king and
daydreaming functional' intervals, The newscast functioned to

, stimulate thinking whieh led the subject into external preoecu-
:. *lower daydreaming.^

.

4.. Supportive Examination Style

This style was characterized by long duration questioning
and agreeing functional intervals, The newseast functioned to
itimulaie examination behavior (questioning) which resulted in
suPPortlYs (agreement) behavior.

5. Valenced Evaluation Style

This style was characterized by long duration agreeing and
disagreeing. The newscast functioned to stimulate highly %fa-

., lenced information organizing behavtor, Subjects either agree
or disagree, with little in between.

4(

8, Short Tetm Evaluation Style

This style was characterized by short duration thinking and
questioning. Subjects organized/evaluated the newscast.as it
came to them with little reflection.

The notion of styles is valuab1e. in that it isolates smile base-
line information proceSsing behavior which can bl used to Lr-

,ther research in the area. Styles may also have important im-
plications for television programming, general learning theory
and therapy.

THE ORGANIZATIONAL NATURE OF. NEWS: A STUDY OF
7A MIDDLE,L.SIZE NEWSPAPER Order No. 912903

SOLOSKI, John Richard, Ph.D, The University of Iowa, 1978.
298pp. Supervisor; Professor Kenneth Starck

Accerding to Robert Park, news is a form of knowledge that
)ielps orient man and socfety to the world. In every social
Organization there le a need to know the news, and this need ie
a consequencl of man's need 'to know about the state of the
world. The importance of news In modern tithes is increasing
because the changes in the world have been so rapid and drastiE.

AtIntnigii.rieWsliValna6V(.6 Alan and s-OCiely, news caiinot be
separated from the sneane used to gather and disseminate It.
This dissertation exarilineis two gerieral eharacteristics of.
news: (1) news as a valuable commodity to man and society,
and (2) neWs as an orgahizational. procruct. Tile dissertation, -

although concentrating on news as an organizational product,
examines the tension between these two characteristics of
news.

Most researchers who have examined the news organiza-
tion have tended to concentrate on one aspect of the'news or-
ganization, usually the' reporter. Bilt the purpose of this
dissertation ls to examine th)e.entiee range of the news orga-tnization

in relatibn to the gathering and disseminating of the
newt The model used to conceptualize the news organization ."
is a natural or open-system model. The underlying concept
behind the open-system approach is,that the organizhtion is
conceived of as an entity composed of subsystems that are
ihterrelated and interconnected with, each other and with the
organization: The subsystems of an organization exhibit the
characteristics of both wholes and parts. That is, at one level
the subsystem is a whole and its behavior is never completely
controlled by the organization. At another level, the subsystem
is a part of the organization and is controlled, to an extent, by
the.organization. Simply, subsystems have varying dewes of 0

freedom to follow their own course of action, i.e., te Aisue
their 'own goals.

The dissertation examines Misr general levels of the n
organization: (1) the parent corpor ation --or chainthat a
the news organization; (2) the publisher, who repisesents top
management and is charged with.'directing the entire news dr-
ganizations4/(3) the' editor, who repreeents the newsrooni which
is char d with packaging the news; and (4) tiO individual're-
porter who ie charged with reporting and writing the news.

T e methodology Peployed to gather data was that of the
psrtI'1pant observer. As a participant observer, I worked as
an. itor and reporter for The Sun (net the actual name), a
daily newspaper with a circulatioh of under 50,000. The Sun is
the o daily newspaper published in Its circulation arta and
Is ow ed by a chain. The demographics of The Sun suggests
that it is fairly typical of daily newspapers In the United.States.

s
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. . The dissertation examhtes how the economic and business
Interests of the news organization are tratinglated into news c,
policy. The evidence suggests that certainmeseages are s-
leeted for ditigemination because they are in the interest of the
neWs organization.. Thus, many of the messages that .are
geminated reflect the internal policY and goals of the news or:-
ganisation. The dissertation suggests that economic andlniti-
nese management practices are al the heart of a chainIs
influence on a member. newspaper. As a result, a chain news- ,

paper may be serving the interests of the corporation first and
the weds of the lopal community second.

"INFORMATION OVERLOAD" IN TUE NEWSROOM: MO
CASI STUDIES Order No. 7912102

WHITNEY, David Charles, Ph,D.. University of Minnesota,' 1918. `304pp. Adviser: Donald M. Gilltnor

While many students a journalistic organizations have at-
tempted to relate news selection and production practices to 4.
'news values,* and while many have noted that'sucoh selection
and production practices are relatedto a necessary reduction
of a relatively large ensemble of available news and informa-
tton'into .a relatively small package of news output in a rola-
tively Wei time, far fewer have attempted to relate systemati-

,,. cally the variations, either quantitative or oualitative, in such
news inputs, selection and production practicts, and news out.
putt: Research in non-journalistic organizations, however, in

'which an "information overload" analogical model has been
Mployed, suggested that organizatlotial adaptati&is of predict-;
able types Would be manifeated when there is system recognition
that available inputs and required outputs are mismatched. This"
study suggested that the greater the`degree. of such mistnateh,
%sweater Should be the system reaction to correct it. More--

. osier, following existing literature, the study suggested that qual-
itative aspects of °news load" might induce more systein stress
'than meant itative, as pettc,-.-Two 'tgli5"-Wel( Fiii-6 Stud i 64 and- .COn-...
tent analyses. of news Inputf and oat) ts, ola radio station

'newsroom and of a wire serlitce b u provided data weekly
supporting hypotheses that °overly is more a function of

. qualitatiVe aspects of input than bt quIntiCirive ones and that .

as 'load* increases, 'information processing" system re-
sponses are supplanted by *structure-elaborating' responsesy
Atialysil sfshested that,such relationships are suppressed.by
the highly structured nature of the news inputs and outputs .and
of the processing tasks In the workplaces obServed, ,
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Copies of the dissertations may be obtaiped,by addredsing
your request to:

Vftiversity Microfilms International
300. North Zeeb Road,

Ann, Arbor, Michigan 48106

or by telephoning (toll-free) 1.430O-5U-3042.
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